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Recycling coursebook vocabulary 



There are ~ 2 billion words 
in the BYU WIKIPEDIA 

corpus 

THAT’S ABOUT 
THE NUMBER OF 

PEOPLE WHO 
VISIT THE EIFFEL 

TOWER OVER 
286 YEARS 

Sources: 
http://www.toureiffel.paris/en/everything-about-the-tower/the-eiffel-tower-
at-a-glance.html 
http://www.outandaboutinparis.com/2012/07/sundays-picture-and-song-
big-disco.html 



Source: http://www.senseandsensation.com/2013/03/retrieval-getting-and-forgetting-part-8.html 



Which shows more variety? A or B? 

1. Well I'm calling you know to ask if there's any chance of 
getting Sabrina Marquez to do another contract with us. 

2. Well right now she's working on a two-month contract for 
a department store. 

3. She's down for another contract in January but that hasn't 
been finalized yet. 

4. Well I need to hire two truck drivers for a service contract 
that we've just taken on. 

5. We'll also have to discuss the conditions and go over the 
contract together.  

6. Well actually it's about Hamish Douglas, you know, the 
chef who's been working under contract with you for the last 
two weeks. 

 

1. Further the agencies may vary within a Pennsylvania 
CareerLink from one contract to another. 

2. Davis was under contract when he died though did not 
play in a game due to his illness. 

3. In 2003, McCain protested the USAF award of a tanker 
contract to Boeing to lease aircraft to replace its aging fleet 
of aerial tankers. 

4. Dunham completed her contract with the Institute of 
Management Education and Development and started 
anthropological field work. 

5. The publicity from his election led to a contract and 
advance to write a book about race relations. 

6. The site lists all organizations receiving Federal funds and 
provides breakdowns by the agency, the dollar amount given, 
and the purpose of the grant or contract. 

 

A B



A 
1.  Pennsylvania CareerLink 

2.  Lists of sportspeople who died during their 
careers 

3.  Senate career of John McCain, 2001–
2014 

4.  Early life and career of Barack Obama 

5.  Early life and career of Barack Obama 

6.  Naval Acquisition Career Center 

B 

Context restricted to a studio recorded 
telephone conversation. 

Various written contexts from wikipedia 

1.  Telephone Call 1 

2.  Telephone Call 1 

3.  Telephone Call 1 

4.  Telephone Call 2 

5.  Telephone Call 2 

6.  Telephone Call 3 
Target Score 2nd 
Edition, Tulcott & Tullis, 
p10, 2007. 



1.  Create Corpus 
2.  Title Word  
3.  Filter 
4.  Keywords/Specific 
5.  Back to step 3 

Create BYU Wiki 
corpus 

Mine language 
1.  Search/Keywords 
2.  Copy paste 
3.  Worksheets 

Go to BYU Wikipedia Corpus - http://corpus.byu.edu/wiki 
Register if not already 



Worksheet Design 
 

Part A. Individual work - Identify language 
using input enhancement such as underlining. 
 
e.g. Underline the verb that goes with contract: 
The publicity from his election led to a contract and advance 
to write a book about race relations. 
 

Part B. Pair work - the same as above but 
with more example sentences to benefit from 
input flood. 

Adapted from Barbieri & Eckhardt (2007) 



Further reading 

Video Tutorials by Mark Davies   
http://corpus.byu.edu/wikipedia.asp 
 
Using BYU Wiki corpus to recycle coursebook vocabulary in a variety of 
contexts  
https://eflnotes.wordpress.com/2015/11/09/using-byu-wiki-corpus-to-
recycle-coursebook-vocabulary-in-a-variety-of-contexts/ 
 
Using BYU-Wikipedia corpus to answer genre related questions 
https://eflnotes.wordpress.com/2016/02/22/using-byu-wikipedia-corpus-to-
answer-genre-related-questions/ 
 
Barbieri, F., & Eckhardt, S. E. (2007). Applying corpus-based findings to 
form-focused instruction: The case of reported speech. Language 
Teaching Research, 11(3), 319-346. 
 
 

 


